ASD SSG meeting N°27
held on the 5th and 6th of July 2016
at Airbus Group, Toulouse

Participants:
AFNeT, Airbus, Airbus DS, Airbus Helicopters, Airbus Group Innovations, BAE Systems plc, BoostAero International, Dassault Aviation, Liebherr Aerospace, UKCeB

Executive Summary (public)

SSG reports now formally to the ASD Services Commission. However the SSG maintains links with other ASD groups or entities, like the Airworthiness Committee and ASD-STAN.

SSG maintains its strategic objective to achieve through-life cycle interoperability based on an ISO STEP Backbone. This approach is now progressing through numerous projects, like AP242 ed2, AP239 ed3 and New STEP architecture projects. Complementary standards used by the industry should be consistent with this STEP backbone (like JT for visualisation or BoostAero for supply chain transactions).

SSG is willing to federate more members to progress on these topics – as the field covered is quite large. SSG would welcome any data interoperability requirement/issue from Industry or operators, to support solution design and implementation (up to benchmarking of operational solutions).

SSG activities will be reported in several conferences in the next months (e.g. ILS Spec day, Seville, 29 September, and PDT Europe, Paris, 9-10 November).